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From the Author:

INTRODUCTORY.
Some preliminary statements or features, introductory to the 88 chapters or lists in this Directory are
given at the outset.Many of the 88 lists have preliminary or introductory statements and the chief
contents of this Directory and of the 88 lists, are carefully shown.
HERMAN GOTTLIEB KIEL
June 1 1925
522 Harvard Street, Northwest
Washington, D C

THE DIRECTORY OF 88 LISTS OF RECORDS.
This Directory contains over 42,000 citations each of which gives a name. The list indicates the
classification. Usually the location or postal address is given. In many lists the time is fairly well defined.
Other lists give numerous details and the Directory contains over 100,000 items of biographical
information. The detailed records collected and filed under individual names, are generally large and are
precluded here by the scope of this register, but any record may be readily collected by those interested.
About ten percent of the Unionist soldiers were members of G.A.R.Posts in Berger, Hemker, Newhaven,
Pacific, St. Clair, Stanton or Sullivan, Union and Washington. About ten percent of the persons: serving in
the World War, are members of American Legion Posts in Berger, Gerald, Newhaven, Pacific, Sullivan,
Union and Washington.These lists have been carefully collected and each record has been filed under
the martial record of ‘the person concerned.This Directory is an index to the service record of many
thousand people in many occupations, hundreds of whom died in service. It is a record widely distributed
and read and is presented as a lasting memo-rial more enduring than the grave marks or any personal
collection. Any friend of Franklin County is impressed and even thrilled by the reading of numerous
noteworthy records. The best is not too good for those who made the records, for those who read them
and for Franklin County..The lists are arranged alphabetically under the surnames which appear first. An
effort was made to print the entire Directory in one grand alphabetic list in which each list would have
been indicated by an initial figure of 1 to 88 before the surname to indicate the class, but it was later
decided to print the names by lists and file an index to this publication in list No 126

THE DIRECTORY OF 88 LISTS OF RECORDS
Surnames beginning with Mac as a prefix abbreviated to Mc, may be found under Mc since the a in this
prefix is widely regarded as having fallen into disuse. The entire name is printed in bolder type to make
the search for any record easier.The 88 lists may be formed into a number of groups and this may help to
a clearer understanding and a higher appreciation of the same.The map, products, geographical names,
postoffices with rural routes, form a geographical group. Chapters 18 to 30 form a martial directory.
Public civilian servants other than martial officers and teachers-,are presented in chapters from 33 to 48.
Chapters 51 to 57 show professionals and intellectuals, who have or should have combated ignorance,
disease, devilment and wrong. The census lists, tax list, business establishments and banks, present
economic as well as biographical features. Presidential elections in 49, candidates and party workers in
50, church records in 53, The Fairs in 62 and 63, and the introductory statements to these lists, have
historical features. Chapters 65 to 88 show memberships "in lodges, societies or fraternities, and helps to
a better understanding 'of numerous associations and clan alignments.The initial figures indicate the



number of the chapter. The figures following the title of the chapter, indicate the number of names or
records in each chapter or list. The last figures to the right indicate the page or pages used by each of the
88 chapters.
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